CAFE
Book Celebration, Awards
& Annual General Meeting Minutes 2021
Zoom Meeting
1 June, 2021

2:30 – 3:300 Mountain; 4:30 – 5:300 Eastern

1. Book Celebration – Gemma Porter
2. Announcement of Award Recipients - Jeannie Kerr
2.1 REPORT OF THE 1ST VICE PRESIDENT (AWARDS CHAIR) [Jeannie Ker]
Written report submitted subsequent to the AGM.
The role of the 1st Vice President as a member of the Executive is to provide advice and support to
the Executive, to the President, and to act as Chair of each of the Awards Committees.
Over the last year, the President and I discussed many issues of interest to CAFE, and I participated
in the discussions for planning of CAFE activities with the Executive.
Calls for nominations for CAFE awards were sent in the fall via an email from the CAFE listserv and
posted on the CAFE website. Reminders were sent in December, 2020 and January, 2021. These calls
generated many submissions which were reviewed by an Awards Committee for each award listed below
consisting entirely of CAFE members with representation from each of our SIGS. This year we did not have
any nominations for the Distinguished Service Award, and we encourage CAFE members to consider
nominations for this important award next year, nor the CAFE Outstanding On-Line Learning Tool Award.
Due to the on-line annual CSSE conference due to COVID, we are announcing the CAFE awards via our online AGM and through the listserv, and we have sent the award plaques to the recipients by mail.
The following are the awards presented on behalf of our Association for 2021:
The E. Lisa Panayotidis Dissertation Award in the Foundations of Education
Dr. Dale McCartney for his dissertation titled: From ‘friendly relations’ to differential fees: A
history of international student policy in Canada since World War II. Nominated by his
supervisor Dr. Jason Ellis at UBC.
The Outstanding Master’s Thesis Recognition Award
Ms. Haruho Kubota for her thesis titled: The stories of eleven Japanese Canadian teachers:
Colouring racial barriers into teacher training, certification, and hiring processes in British
Columbia 1916-1942. Nominated by her supervisor Dr. Mona Gleason at UBC.
Publication Award for Edited Book
Drs. Kristina R. Llewellyn and Nicoloas Ng-A-Fook for their Edited Book published by Routledge
in 2020 titled: Oral History, Education and Justice: Possibilities and Limitations for Redress and
Reconciliation.
Outstanding Advising and Mentoring Award
Dr. Lynn Lemisko, nominated by her former student Gemma Porter.
The work of the 1st Vice President is not possible without the CAFE members who serve on each of the
awards committees and submit nomination packages. I am grateful for the thoughtful and insightful
members who generously give of their time and expertise to support the work of the Awards Committees. I
am also grateful to those members that nominate others or submit their work for consideration for CAFE
awards. Our Association’s mission is promoted through your generous work, and I would like to express my
sincere appreciation.

3. Business Meeting
3.1 President’s Welcome & Call to Order
Welcome to this online meeting as we join from many different lived places and in the contexts of
different lives. Wherever you are, please take a moment to acknowledge the first inhabitants and
stewards of the land where you are. I live and work on Treaty Six Territory Saskatoon - the traditional
homelands of the Cree, Sautleaux, Assiniboine, Dakota, and Métis peoples. I honour the land and all
beings here and I pay my respect to the First Nation and Métis ancestors of this place. I hope that in
reaffirming our relationships with the land and with each other that we are nourished and sustained in
hearing truth so we can actively participate in reconciliation.
3.2 Adoption of the Agenda
Moved: Linda
Seconded: Michelle
Carried

3.3 Reports
3.3.1 REPORT OF THE PRESIDENT (Lynn Lemisko_
Written report submitted, see below. With the decision to organize a virtual CSSE/CAFEACÉFÉ, conference this year, the CAFE Executive, Board of Directors, and Emerging Scholars
have been working hard to support our Program Chair, Jonathan Anuik, with respect to
conference planning. I cannot thank Jonathan enough for al his hard work in putting together
such a wonderfully themed series of sessions as he navigated the shifting complexities of
planning this virtual conference. As Jonathan shared new information supplied by CSSE with
the Executive and Board, we held several ‘informal’ meetings to discuss arising issues related to
general conference planning and to discuss plans for CAFÉ Special Events sessions that we
hoped will be/have been of particular interest to CAFE/ ACÉFÉ members. Amidst all the other
‘working from home’ duties, this hard-working CAFÉ team contributed their time and ideas to
these conversations and I hope that Jonathan, Jeannie, Sandra, Cynthia, Kurt, Michelle, Gemma,
Taylor and the SIG presidents (Ann, Jason and Ee-Suel_ when they were able to join us) know
how very much I appreciate your commitment and support. Thank you, thank you!
Other highlights: CAFE- ACÉFÉ 2020 Conference Proceedings Published ; Updated/Refreshed
Website; No Elections this AGM – given difficulties in recruiting nominations during the
pandemic, present members of the CAFE Executive & Board agree to extend their terms one
more year.
3.3.2 REPORT OF THE SECRETARY TREASURER (Sandra Kouritzen)
Secretary: Recently, we have begun to adopt the following practice. Meetings are recorded,
and the audio files are transcribed via NVivo then shared. I keep a separate record of motions
that constitute formal minutes. Formal minutes are appropriate for the website. Transcripts are
internal documents.

Treasurer: There is $6754.90 in our account. We owe about $750 so far for the website
domain, updates, and for the plaques for awards. CAFE has 147 members for the 2020
registration (October), meaning CSSE will add $1960 to our pot on the basis of the following:
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It looks like we are in a very healthy financial position at the moment, but none of the
expenditures for 2021 conference have been applied, and we are still in a positive financial
position from the Vancouver conference.
3.3.3 REPORT OF THE 2ND VICE PRESIDENT (PROGRAM CHAIR) [Jonathan Anuik]
Submissions and Peer Review I shepherded the proposals through the peer review process. The
Canadian Association of Foundations of Education (CAFE) received 31 submissions for papers
(30 individual papers and one panel). This total does not include submissions to the Canadian
Philosophy of Education Society (CPES) and the Canadian Association of Sociology of Education
(CASE)—these groups handle their own peer review process. All submissions for the CAFE
received a blind peer review from two peer reviewers.
We accepted 22 submissions (including the panel proposal) and rejected nine.
The overall success rate for proposals to the CAFE this year was 71%, which corresponds with
the 73% acceptance rate for the CAFE at its 2019 meeting. I thank those from within and
outside of the CAFE who served as peer reviewers.
Program Planning The CAFE, CASE, and CPES were allocated 28 sessions by the Canadian Society
for the Study of Education. The following is how I calculated each group’s session allocation.
CAFE: 213 members and 28 sessions, of whom 72 members belong to the CPES, and 44 to the
CASE
-So: 72/213 = 33.8% of sessions for the CPES
-So: 44/213 = 20.66% of sessions for the CASE
-Therefore, CPES: 28 x 0.3380 = nine sessions and CASE: 28 x 0.2066 = five sessions with a total
of 14 sessions
-Consequently, 28 total sessions – 14 sessions for the CPES and the CASE = 14 sessions for the
CAFE
In addition to the above sessions, I scheduled this annual general meeting, AGMs for the CPES
and the CASE, the E. Lisa Panayotidis lecture, and a special session on social media and the
foundations titled Professionalism, Incivility, and Social Media: Education Foundations in these
Digital Times with Lynn Lemisko, Gemma Porter, Ee-Seul Yoon, and me.
Dr. Dale McCartney (University of the Fraser Valley) won the Panayotidis PhD Award and
delivered the Panayotidis Lecture
One presenter withdrew from the conference.
I would like the following presenters for agreeing to serve as chairs of other sessions: Paul
Bennett, Sarah Eaton, Emily Milne, Catherine Broom, Terry Wotherspoon, Adrian Downey, and
James Czank.

Congress 2022 I will serve as program chair for Congress 2022. I don’t know the name of the
institution that is hosting it.
I would like to express my gratitude to the CAFE executive and members, the Canadian Society
for the Study of Education staff, the presenters and session chairs, and all volunteers for their
assistance with planning for this year’s gathering.
3.3.4 REPORT OF(ACTING) PRESIDENT, CANADIAN HISTORY OF EDUCATION ASSOCIATION (Jason Ellis)
The acting president of CHEA is Jason Ellis (UBC). Helen Raptis (U Vic) is on leave of absence.
Thomas Peace is now the acting vice president. CHEA wishes to thank Shirley van Nuland, who
left for personal reasons, for her service in this position. We are especially grateful to Shirley for
serving beyond the usual 2-year term.
All executive positions will continue until a new executive is elected at the 2022 CHEA
conference.
CHEA postponed the biennial conference originally scheduled for October 2020. It will be held –
in person – in Victoria, British Columbia, at the Laurel Point Inn, from October 13 th to 15th 2022.
We look forward to seeing all of you there.
In the interim, CHEA has scheduled a special online symposium for new scholars, with a specific
focus on the history of current crises in anti-Blackness and anti-Indigeneity. This symposium will
take place in October 2021 (exact dates TBD). We received applications from approximately 20
new scholars, a certain number of whom will be invited to present their work at the
symposium. Presenters will be automatically accepted to give a revised version of their
presentation at the 2022 biennial meeting in Victoria. We have secured funds from UBC to
support new scholars to register for the conference and travel to Victoria.
CHEA’s finances are stable. Most expenses are conference-related, as are most revenues.
Without a biennial conference in 2022 there are no major changes in the association’s finances.
Thank you. I look forward to seeing all of you in person soon. In the mean time, stay safe.
3.3.5 REPORT OF PRESIDENT, CANADIAN ASSOCIATION OF SOCIOLOGY OF EDUCATION CASE
(Ee-Seul Yoon)
Oral Report: Reformulation of Socinet to CASE and introducing new president of
CASE, Ee-Seul Yoon from the University of Manitoba, and Nicole Grant, new Vice
President.
3.3.6 REPORT OF PRESIDENT, CANADIAN PHILOSOPHY OF EDUCATION Society (Ann Chinnery)
My full President’s report, together with those of the CPES 2021 Program Chair,
Secretary-Treasurer, and the editors of Philosophical Inquiry in Education (including financial
statements and membership numbers), will be posted to the CPES website later this year.
In this abbreviated report, l want to take the opportunity to thank several people. First,
my deep gratitude to Graham McDonough, our Secretary-Treasurer, who will be stepping down
after 4 years in the role. Graham has been unfailingly diligent, meticulous, kind, and truly a
pleasure to work with on the Executive and in his support of the Society. I also want to thank
our 2021 Program Chair, Darron Kelly for all his work putting together the program and dealing
with unfamiliar online platforms and other “firsts” for CPES program chairs. Sincere thanks also
to Marina Schwimmer, this year’s CPES Early Career Invited Lecturer, for her provocative paper,
“Should Wellbeing be an Aim of Education?,” which generated more questions than we had
time for in the well-attended session.
Next, a huge round of thanks to David Waddington, Kevin McDonough, Bruce Maxwell,
and Lauren Bialystok, the editorial team for Philosophical Inquiry in Education, the official

journal of the Society. Their commitment and hard work has ensured that the journal continues
to attract high quality submissions from both Canadian and international philosophers of
education.
Finally, my sincere thanks to outgoing Past President, Claudia Ruitenberg, for her 5 years
on the Executive, as President and Past-President, and for her earlier service to the Society as
Program Chair in 2007 and Secretary-Treasurer from 2007-2011.
Looking ahead, I am very pleased to announce that David Waddington (Concordia) has
accepted the position of CPES President for 2021-2023, and Christopher Martin (UBC) has
agreed to serve as Secretary-Treasurer, also for a two-year term. The Society will be in very
good hands indeed, and I look forward to working with Dave and Chris as we continue CPES’s
mandate to support and promote philosophical work in education in Canada.
I truly hope we can meet in person next year. In the meantime, my best wishes for a
safe and healthy summer!
3.3.7 REPORT OF PAST PRESIDENT:CONFERENCE PROCEEDINGS, WEBSITE (Kurt Clausen)
Oral Report: Proceedings 2020 – a 250 page book with ISBN number is published. Raised the
issue of updating the CAFE website and using this as the repository for CAFE history. An
assistant, Mary Anne Barker from McGill, was hired and Kurt and Mary Anne worked on
refreshling/re-organizing the CAFÉ website. However, without more funding to expand the site
(above 100 ‘pages’) we will not be able to include all the information that has been gathered.
CAFE membership or the Executive & Board will need to decide if more funding can be put
toward the website.
Adjournment

